Purpose Little is known about how to improve and create sustainable lifestyle behaviors of cancer survivors. Interventions based on social cognitive theory (SCT) have shown promise. This review examined the effect of SCT-based physical activity and nutrition interventions that target cancer survivors and identified factors associated with their efficacy. Methods A systematic search of seven databases identified randomized controlled trials that (i) targeted adult cancer survivors (any point from diagnosis); (ii) reported a primary outcome of physical activity, diet, or weight management; and (iii) included an SCT-based intervention targeting physical activity or diet. Qualitative synthesis and meta-analysis were conducted. Theoretical constructs and intervention characteristics were examined to identify factors associated with intervention efficacy. Results Eighteen studies (reported in 33 publications) met review inclusion criteria. Meta-analysis (n=12) revealed a significant intervention effect for physical activity (standardized mean difference (SMD)=0.33; P<0.01). Most studies (six out of eight) that targeted dietary change reported significant improvements in at least one aspect of diet quality. No SCT constructs were associated with intervention effects. There were no consistent trends relating to intervention delivery method or whether the intervention targeted single or multiple behaviors. Conclusions SCT-based interventions demonstrate promise in improving physical activity and diet behavior in cancer survivors, using a range of intervention delivery modes. Further work is required to understand how and why these interventions offer promise for improving behavior. Implications for Cancer Survivors SCT-based interventions targeting diet or physical activity are safe and result in meaningful changes to diet and physical activity behavior that can result in health improvements.
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Background
Due to population growth and aging and improved cancer detection and treatment, the number of cancer survivors is increasing [1, 2] . Many cancer survivors experience side effects from treatment and are at risk for secondary cancers and other chronic diseases such as cardiovascular disease and diabetes [3] . Several systematic reviews and meta-analyses have synthesized the findings of physical activity (PA) interventions in cancer survivors [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . These reviews concluded that being physically active improved fitness, strength, body composition, fatigue, anxiety, depression, self-esteem, physical function, bone health, and quality of life [5, 6, 8, 9] and reduced risk of cancer recurrence and mortality among survivors of breast, bowel, prostate, and ovarian cancer [9, 10] . Dietary interventions report improved physical functioning [11, 12] and weight loss [13] , lower levels of depression [12] , and a reduction in new cancer events [13] . Diet and PA also play a role in energy balance and weight management, an independent predictor of cancer risk, and risk of recurrence and mortality [14] and contribute to the development of other chronic diseases, like diabetes and cardiovascular disease [15] [16] [17] . For these reasons, guidelines recommend PA (both aerobic and resistance), healthy diet, and healthy weight management for improving the health and well-being [8, 9, 14, [18] [19] [20] [21] of cancer survivors across all phases of the cancer continuum [22] . While weight management is not a lifestyle behavior, it is the key target of lifestyle behavior strategies. Despite the potential impact of behavior on improved health outcomes, cancer survivors' compliance with health recommendations remains less than optimal and is similar to the general population [23] [24] [25] .
Effective diet and PA interventions have the potential to improve cancer survivors' health, but little is known about what interventions work best. Interventions based on behavioral theory are reported to be more effective than atheoretical approaches [26, 27] . Theory-based research provides a framework for the development and evaluation of interventions [28] and facilitates understanding of the factors that mediate behavior change and the reasons why the intervention worked or failed [29, 30] . Social cognitive theory (SCT) is one promising theory for use in behavior change interventions [31] , particularly as it provides a framework for understanding why people make and maintain health behaviors. The key constructs of SCT include the following: (1) knowledge of health risks and benefits; (2) perceived self-efficacy that a person can control their own health habits; (3) the expected costs and benefits or outcome expectations; (4) health goals, both proximal and distal intentions to engage in the behavior; (5) perceived facilitators and social support; and (6) barriers to making changes [31] . In 2004, Bandura reported a framework that specified the key determinants and the interplay between the key constructs (known as "reciprocal determinism"). Knowledge of health risks and benefits sets the scene for possible behavior change; however, it is not enough to prompt behavior change alone [31] . Self-efficacy influences outcome expectations and barriers/facilitators, and all constructs influence goals [31] . All constructs influence behavior and motivation and are influenced by the environment [31] . Self-efficacy is the central construct in SCT because it influences behavior directly, through belief in their ability to apply skills effectively in difficult situations, and indirectly, through influence on goals, outcome expectations, and barriers and facilitators [31, 32] . Self-efficacy is a major influence on motivation by determining the goals people set for themselves, the strength of commitment to them, and the outcomes they expect for their efforts [32] . Self-efficacy allows the individual to gain knowledge and develop skills, and as self-efficacy increases, people expect positive outcomes, overcome barriers, and show motivation and commitment to goals [32] . SCT constructs explain 40-71 % of the variance in PA behavior in adults [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] and have been shown to explain dietary behavior in adults, explaining , and 36-61 % of the variance in fat, fiber, and fruit and vegetable intake [37, 38] . SCT also offers principles on how to motivate people to make positive behavior change [31] . Previous meta-analysis of health outcomes trials with cancer survivors concluded that SCT-based interventions resulted in improvements in global affect, depression, social outcomes, objective physical outcomes, and specific quality of life outcomes [39] . However, little is known about whether interventions based on SCT can positively impact on PA and diet behaviors, and what constructs and intervention characteristics are associated with increased behavior change.
There are currently no systematic reviews including multiple cancer types that synthesize both PA and diet behavior change interventions. While there is significant evidence supporting the impact of diet and PA behavior on health outcomes, there is a need to move to interventions that test how to motivate cancer survivors to make positive sustainable behavior change. Current evidence suggests that cancer survivors do not maintain PA behavior after participating in a supervised PA intervention [40, 41] . This review examined PA and diet behavior change interventions based on SCT in cancer survivors with mixed diagnoses both during and after completion of cancer treatment [42] .
Aim
This systematic review and meta-analysis aimed to (1) synthesize randomized controlled trials (RCTs) evaluating the efficacy of SCT-based behavior change interventions on PA and/or diet behaviors for cancer survivors of mixed diagnoses and (2) identify successful strategies for behavior change that can be used to guide intervention development. Of importance for a review with this aim is the definition of what constitutes a behavior change trial. We have used the reference defined by Courneya [43] , that is, trials where the primary outcome is behavior (as opposed to a health outcomes trial where the primary outcome is quality of life, fatigue, etc.).
Method

Search strategy
The review was guided by the PRISMA statement [44] . Studies were identified by structured database search from 1. Participants: adults aged 18 years or older, diagnosed with any cancer (at any point from diagnosis) 2. Outcomes: primary outcome of PA or diet or body weight (loss, or maintenance) 3. Intervention:
(a) Any intervention designed to influence any type of PA or diet quality (b) Based on Bandura's SCT [31] , or explicitly described and referenced any SCT component (such as "self-efficacy") 4. Comparator: any parallel control group 5. Study design: RCTs Data extraction Data extraction was conducted by one author (FS), and the extracted data was independently checked by a second author (EJ, DL, or KC). Disagreements were resolved by consensus. Data extraction forms were developed, piloted with one trial, and amended (FS). The following data were extracted: study population and eligibility, behavior change outcomes and follow-up periods, intervention characteristics, and how the theory constructs were operationalized and assessed. Where authors indicated a trial protocol number, the protocol was retrieved, but no other attempt was made to obtain unpublished trial information.
Synthesis of results
Separate meta-analyses were planned for PA and dietary outcomes. However, due to heterogeneity in dietary outcomes, meta-analyses were conducted only for studies that reported the effect of the intervention on total PA using RevMan version 5.1 [45] . As recommended by the Cochrane Collaboration, posttest means and their standard deviations were used in the analysis. Intention-to-treat data was extracted from papers. When studies compared multiple treatment groups with a single control group (n=2), the sample size of the control group was divided to avoid double counting. All data were considered continuous, but as PA was measured using various methods, we report the standardized mean difference (SMD) and their 95 % confidence intervals. Statistical heterogeneity was examined using chi-squared and the I 2 index tests. A guide to the interpretation of heterogeneity based on the I 2 index is as follows: 0-40 % might not be important; 30-60 % may represent moderate heterogeneity; 50-90 % may represent substantial heterogeneity; and 75-100 % considerable heterogeneity [46] .
Subgroup analyses comparing the number of behaviors targeted (multiple behaviors compared to one only), cancer type, and number of theoretical constructs operationalized (self-efficacy compared to multiple theoretical constructs) were planned. However, the limited number of studies and heterogeneity of included trials did not allow for subgroup analyses.
Risk of bias
Risk of bias was assessed using the McMaster Quality Assessment Tool [47] , with a score of "strong," "moderate," or "weak" methodological quality assigned to each of six sections (1. selection bias; 2. study design; 3. confounders; 4. blinding; 5. data collection methods; 6. withdrawals and dropouts). A global rating was made based on the ratings from each of the six sections. As recommended, papers with no "weak" ratings were "strong" methodological quality; those with one "weak" rating were "moderate"; and those with two or more "weak" ratings were "weak" [47] . Risk of bias was undertaken by two independent reviewers (FS and EJ, or DL, or KC), with disagreements resolved by consensus (FS and EJ). Figure 1 shows the flow of studies through the review process and the reasons for exclusion. Database searches resulted in 2020 potentially relevant titles. The full text of 110 articles was assessed for eligibility, and 18 studies (reported in 33 publications) met inclusion for the review (Table 1) . Studies were grouped and reported by intervention topic: PA only (ten trials), diet only (one trial), or multiple health behavior (PA and diet) (seven trials).
Results
Study selection
Risk of bias assessment
There was initially 75 % agreement between authors on the study assessment criteria and full consensus was achieved after discussion. Risk of bias results are reported in Table 2 . Of the ten PA-only studies, five were classified as strong methodological quality [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] , three as moderate [53] [54] [55] [56] , and two as weak [57, 58] . The diet-only trial was classified as moderate [59] . In the seven multiple behavior studies, one was classified as strong [60] , four were moderate [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] , and two weak [66, 67] . Three trials were excluded from the metaanalysis [57, 58, 67] due to being weak.
The most common areas with a high risk of bias were selection bias, confounders, and blinding. Eleven studies [53, 54, [56] [57] [58] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] were rated as weak in selection bias category with less than 60 % of potentially eligible participants recruited. Two studies [59, 66] were rated as weak as the control of confounders was not described. No studies received a strong rating for blinding as (understandably given they are behavior change trials), all participants were aware of the research question, and if the outcome assessor was also aware of the intervention status of participants, studies were rated as weak methodological quality [57, 58, 67] . Physical activity trials There were ten trials that targeted PA alone [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [56] [57] [58] .
Participants
Ten PA trials reported a total of 960 participants (range 36-330). Six trials targeted breast cancer survivors [48, 50-52, 54, 58, 68-72] , one targeted colorectal cancer survivors [53] , one targeted both breast and bowel cancer survivors [49] , and two included cancers of mixed diagnoses [56, 57] . Mean time since diagnosis was 3.1 years (range 0.9-4.9 years) [50, 51, 53, 54, [56] [57] [58] . Time since diagnosis was not reported in two studies [49, 52] ; however, one trial reported participants were scheduled to begin chemotherapy [52] . All other trial participants had completed active cancer treatment (excluding hormone treatment). In five studies, only cancer survivors who were inactive or insufficiently active were eligible to participate [48-50, 57, 58] . Three trials used a wait-list control group design [48, 51, 58] , three had attention control groups [50, 56, 57] , and three had usual care control groups [49, 52, 54] . One trial used an attention control design, with the control group offered a limited intervention (written materials only) at the end of the study [53] .
Intervention characteristics
One intervention was delivered by email [48] , one delivered by mail [54, 55] , and one delivered using Facebook [56] , and all others used a combination of delivery formats, including telephone [49, 50, 52, 53, 57, 58] , mail [50, 53] , and face-to-face counseling [51-53, 57, 58] . The majority were home-based, with only one intervention reporting supervised PA sessions [51] . Three were walking interventions [51, 52, 58] , and four had PA goals that were based on duration [49, 54, 56, 57] and/or moderate intensity [50, 53, 54, 56, 57] . One targeted resistance training [54] .
Interventions were commonly 12 weeks in duration [48, 50, 51, 53, 54, 56, 58] and ranged from 6 [52] to 18 weeks [57] . The average number of intervention contacts was 15, and ranged from 1 [54] to 52 [56] . Intervention adherence was high, ranging from 94 % compliance with home exercise logs [58] to 99 % of total contacts completed [51] . Telephone counseling adherence was also high with a median of 9 (of 11) calls completed [49] and a mean of 11 (of 12) calls completed [50, 53] . The intervention delivered using Facebook reported lower adherence, with 81 % of intervention participants who reported receiving ten or more messages from Facebook, and 49 % had made two or more Facebook posts [56] .
Outcome assessment
Two trials used an objective measure (accelerometer) to assess PA behavior change [50, 51] . All others relied on self-report measures [48, 49, [52] [53] [54] [56] [57] [58] or used an objective measure in a subsample only [58] . Effect sizes for PA behavior change were reported in four studies (d=0.55-1.93) [51, 53, 54, 57] . Three home-based walking interventions reported significant improvements postintervention (6-12 weeks) to total PA (d= 1.02; P=0.004) [51] and walking [52, 58] . Three moderate intensity interventions reported significant postintervention increases in PA (d=0.55; P<0.05) (d=1.93; P=0.02) [50, 53, 57] , and two reported nonsignificant increases to aerobic and moderate-vigorous PA [54, 56] . One trial that targeted resistance training reported significant improvements and that the odds of meeting the resistance training guidelines had increased by 3.38 in the tailored intervention group [54] .
Of the four trials that reported follow-up assessments of 6 months or longer [51, 53, 57, 68] , only two reported behavior change 3 months after intervention completion [53, 68] . One trial reported that accelerometer-assessed behavior was maintained [68] , and one reported that there were significant postintervention changes that were not maintained at 6 and 12 month follow-ups [53] . Study retention was high, with a mean retention rate of 86 % (range 71 % [57] to 95 % [50, 53] ). One trial [52] reported adverse events involving two participants that experienced anemia, shortness of breath, and dizziness. Participants in this trial were undergoing active treatment at the time of intervention.
Meta-analysis of SCT intervention effects on physical activity
Meta-analysis was conducted with 12 trials, which reported PA outcomes [48-54, 56-58, 60, 63-65] in Fig. 2 . Six trials were not included in the meta-analysis [57-59, 61, 66, 67] . Reasons for exclusion were as follows: diet-only study [59] ; did not report adequate information from the modified PA recall [61] ; and did not report duration of PA [66] ; or had a high risk of bias [57, 58, 67] .
Two trials consisted of three study arms, which compared two PA interventions to a standard recommendation control [54, 55] , and a PA intervention to a PA and diet intervention, compared to an attention control group [60] . The results for each intervention compared to the control group are reported separately in the meta-analysis. Results were pooled to establish the effects of interventions on total PA at intervention completion. (Fig. 2) . Sensitivity analysis was undertaken that compared this analysis to a metaanalysis which included the three trials with high risk of bias 
Diet-only trial
One trial reported dietary outcomes only [59] . The trial targeted men receiving active surveillance for prostate cancer, with a dietary counseling intervention delivered by telephone over 6 months. Men completed self-report measures and provided blood samples for objective assessment of carotenoid intake at completion of the intervention. Retention rate was 97 %, with significant increases to vegetable consumption. There was no change to fruit, whole grains, beans, or fat consumption [59] .
Multiple behavior trials
Seven studies focused on multiple behaviors (PA and diet) [60, 61, [63] [64] [65] [66] .
Participants
A total of 1107 participants were randomized (range 40-543). Three studies recruited newly diagnosed patients [60, [62] [63] [64] , and patients were diagnosed with breast [60, [62] [63] [64] 66] , prostate [62, 63] , colorectal [61] , or endometrial [65, 67, 73] cancer. Only three trials reported time since diagnosis, which varied from a mean of 3.8 months [63] , to a mean of 20.6 months [65, 67] . In two trials, participants were scheduled to start chemotherapy [60, 64] . Three trials were aimed exclusively at overweight or obese breast [66] or endometrial cancer survivors [65, 67] , with the aim of achieving weight loss through changing PA and diet behaviors. Two trials reported PA [66] or PA and diet [64] outcomes for the purpose of intervention adherence.
Three trials had a usual care control group [65] [66] [67] , and one used a usual care comparison group with tailored newsletters at study completion [61] . Two had attention control groups [60, 63] , and one used attention control with the same written materials and pedometer as the intervention group [64] .
Intervention characteristics
All of the interventions were home-based and did not include any supervised PA. All trials targeted both PA and diet behaviors. Four of these targeted weight loss [60, [64] [65] [66] [67] , or prevention of weight gain [60, [64] [65] [66] , through changing PA and diet behaviors [60, [64] [65] [66] . Four trials were aimed at increasing fruit and vegetables and reducing fat [60, 61, 63, 65, 67] , one targeted only energy and fat [66] , two included both aerobic and strength activity [60, 67] , two targeted moderate or moderate-to-vigorous PA [64, 66] , and the remaining three targeted PA [61, 63, 65] .
Interventions were delivered using telephone counseling [60, 61, [64] [65] [66] [67] [66] ). Studies reported high adherence with all intervention components ranging from 73 to 100 %, with no difference between delivery modes.
Outcome assessment
Objectively assessed weight or body fat was reported as the primary outcome in five studies [60, [64] [65] [66] [67] . All trials assessed diet using a range of self-reported measures [60, 61, [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] . Only one trial used an objective measure of PA (accelerometer) [60] , and the remaining trials assessed PA by self-report only [61, 62, [64] [65] [66] [67] .
Follow-up periods were 6 months in one study [60] , 12 months [61, [64] [65] [66] [67] , or 2 years [62] . However, only two studies reported follow-up beyond postintervention time point [63, 65] . At 12 months, one trial reported significant differences in PA levels, with no difference in diet [65] . After 2 years of follow-up, both study groups had maintained increased fruit and vegetable consumption, decreased saturated fat, and improved overall diet quality [74] . The mean retention rate was 84 % (range 75 % [64] to 96 % [63] ). No adverse events were reported in two studies [60, 61, 63, 64] . In two studies that reported adverse events, 10-13 % (n=4; n=74) [63, 64] of the total sample reported serious adverse events that led to withdrawal.
Five of the seven studies [60, 61, 63, 64, 67] reported significant improvements in one or more aspects of diet quality, as assessed by self-report, over the medium to long term (6 months to 2 years). The remaining two studies reported nonsignificant decreases in energy [65, 66] and fat intake in the intervention groups [66] . Inconsistent improvements in fruit and vegetable consumption were reported using a twoitem screening question; however, these improvements were not found when using the comprehensive Food Frequency Questionnaire results [61] . At 6 months, significant improvements were reported for vegetables [60] , fruit [60] , combined fruit and vegetables [67] , and decreased fat [60] ; however, there was no change for energy [60] . At 12 months, significant improvements were reported for fruit and vegetables, by a mean of 0.5 [63] , 0.9 [67] to 3.1 serves per day [64] . There was also a significant reduction by 2.3 % in the proportion of energy from fat [63] , which is supported by similar reductions in other trials [64] [65] [66] . There were two trials that reported no effect on PA at 3, 6, or 12 months [60, 61] . At 12 months, four trials reported improvements in PA, ranging from 20 min per week (P=0.02) [63] to 89 min per week [67] to 117 min per week [64] , and a difference of 17.8 (P=0.002) on the Leisure Score Index [65] .
Theoretical framework
Recent development of behavior change taxonomies [28, 75, 76] has encouraged consistent reporting of behavior change techniques. We have mapped the SCT constructs to identify the behavior change techniques that align with each construct, using the taxonomy designed to change PA and eating behaviors [75] in Table 3 .
Self-efficacy was the most commonly assessed construct [48-50, 52, 55-57] , with four PA studies that assessed other SCT constructs [48, 51, 53, 55] (Table 4) . Two studies [52, 57] reported that the study was based on Bandura's self-efficacy theory, and the only construct operationalized was self-efficacy. Four PA interventions that used telephone or face-to-face counseling reported that the counseling principles were based on SCT [49, 51, 53, 58] . Five studies reported that the study was based on SCT and the transtheoretical model (TTM), or elements of TTM, such as stages of change [50, 53, 57, 61, 62] . Stage of change was assessed in four studies [50, 51, 53, 57] with reference to both the TTM and social cognitive theories. However, one trial assessed stage of change, despite not providing any reference to TTM or rationale for why stage of change was assessed [51] . Most studies reported using goal setting [48, 51-54, 56-58, 77] ; however, few specifically reported action plans [54] or review of goals [56] [57] [58] . The most common strategy to increase self-efficacy was to provide a pedometer [49, 50, 52, 53, 56, 57] and/or a log sheet for selfmonitoring of PA behavior [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] . Social support or social comparison was the most common outcome expectancy targeted [48, 51, 54, 56, 58] , and two trials reported strategies targeting environment [51, 54] or relapse prevention [49, 53] . Five trials incorporated identification and discussion of barriers and how to overcome them [50, 51, 53, 57, 58] , but only one prompted a focus on past successful strategies [49] .
In PA-only trials, improvements in self-efficacy were associated with increased PA in three studies [49, 50, 52] . Moderation analyses identified that intervention participants with high self-efficacy increased their PA levels faster over the 6 month assessment period compared to intervention participants with low self-efficacy [57] . Mediation analyses identified that improvements in barrier interference and barrier self- [70] . There were no significant changes in decisional balance pros, cons, or experiential processes of change [71, 72] , or task self-efficacy, social support, outcome expectations, or fear of exercise [70] . Two trials assessed but did not report results for self-regulation, outcome expectancy values, exercise self-efficacy, exercise role identity, behavioral capability, or social support [48, 54, 55] . Intervention effects on stage of change results were mixed, with one trial that reported a medium-to-large effect [51] , one reported significant postintervention improvements that declined over subsequent follow-ups [53] , and one reported no effect on stage of change [71] . The diet-only trial reported that the telephone counseling protocol "used strategies adopted from SCT"; however, no further detail was provided [59] . In multiple behavior studies, Fig. 2 Meta-analysis examining the effects of SCT-based interventions on physical activity immediately postintervention while later calls concentrated upon the adequacy of plans for relapse prevention. Each call reviewed performance on the behaviors previously discussed and encouraged the participant to keep using self-regulatory skills to achieve change. The telephone calls were supplemented by a Participant Workbook, which included additional information regarding the importance of exercise in cancer populations, guidelines for exercise safety, and journal pages to track weekly exercise. Participants were provided with a pedometer. Instructions for using the pedometer were included in the Participant Workbook and were reviewed during the first counseling session. Participants were asked to record the number of minutes of exercise they performed and steps they completed each day in journals, which were reviewed during the telephone counseling calls Self-efficacy (5 items)
Intervention participants reported trends toward improvement in exercise self-efficacy (0.1±1.2 vs −0.3 (±0.8) (P=0.06), as compared with controls
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[52] Bandura's self-efficacy theory Self-efficacy Discuss program with women and make their own weekly walking goal for exercise; encourage women to document weekly walking logs so they can see their own progress during the program; story telling/role model story in booklet; the researcher will make weekly phone calls to understand women's feelings, the effects, and the countereffects of exercise, and will praise women's performance and encourage women to keep progressing in the program for their personal goals; self-monitoring with the heart rate ring and pedometer during exercise; introduce the walking program with written Exercise self-efficacy scale (18 items) Subjects in the exercise group had significantly better exercise selfefficacy than those in the usual care group over the intervention period. At baseline, the intervention group was +13.5 points higher, and at time 4, the difference had increased to + 31.3 (P<0.001) Participants received in-person instructions on how to exercise at a moderate intensity level, how to monitor heart rate, and how to warm up before exercise and cool down after exercise. They were given home logs to monitor PA participation and a pedometer. Each participant received a weekly call over 12 weeks from research staff to monitor PA participation, identify relevant health problems, problem solve any barriers to PA, and reinforce participants for their efforts. Activity counseling was based on the transtheoretical model and the social cognitive theory and tailored to each participant's motivational readiness. The counseling focused on strengthening selfefficacy for exercise, on setting realistic outcome expectations, and on training participants in using behavioral processes of change such as stimulus control and reinforcement management and in using techniques such as selfmonitoring of exercise behavior, setting exercise goals, and planning for exercise. After the 12 week program was completed, monthly phone calls were provided for 3 months to reinforce progress, identify lapses from PA, and recover from any lapses that may have occurred. Finally, a feedback letter summarizing participants' progress was sent at weeks 2, 4, 8, and 12
Stage of motivational readiness for PA (5 items)
The intervention produced strong effects on participants' motivational readiness at 3 months (OR=5. 
SCT
Establish short-term goals, build selfefficacy, reinforcement, individual progress toward goals, emphasis on long-term change, patient feedback The protocol followed a stepwise, phased approach using strategies outlined by SCT, indicating that the optimal intervention for a major behavior change should focus on establishing short-term goals, and enabling the person to build selfefficacy. Participants were contacted by the research dietician by phone or newsletter every week that the group did not meet. Phone calls were structured in content and included reinforcement and discussion regarding the previous week's topic. Participants were also given feedback on individual progress toward PA and nutrition goals. Newsletter topics included the following: holiday recipes, reinforcement of nutrition goals, ways to increase PA and step count, restaurant menu makeovers, and eating on the run Results participants reporting 3 deficient behavioral areas, the initial intervention materials target the behavior associated with the highest self-efficacy score, and the second behavioral area is selected at random. In the initial mailing, participants receive a personalized workbook that includes the first unit materials, and a second installment of workbook materials arrives midway through the intervention. For each unit, the first page is a feedback form in which the participant's behavior is compared with goal behavior, and encouragement is provided to achieve the goal. If not, the problem was delineated, and the dietician helped the subject devise a plan that would be used to None reported Not reported one did not report how SCT constructs were operationalized [60] . All other trials reported goal setting, self-monitoring, building self-efficacy (for PA and diet) [60] [61] [62] [63] 67] , or diet [65, 73] , or for maintaining a healthy lifestyle [64] , overcoming barriers, and social support [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] 73] . Goal setting [48, [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] and review of goals [63] [64] [65] [66] were commonly operationalized. Self-monitoring was commonly operationalized through providing a pedometer [63, 64, 66, 67] or log sheet [63, 64, 66] . Few trials reported how they operationalized outcome expectations, with only three that reported social support [63, 66, 67] , one that included environment [66] , and one that reported relapse prevention [48] . Four studies included identification of barriers and how to overcome them [48, 61, 63, 66] . Self-efficacy did not appear to be related to PA behavior change [60, 63] . Improvements to diet quality were partially mediated by changes in self-efficacy for fat restriction and eating more fruit and vegetables [62, 63, 78] .
Only the social pressure subscale of self-efficacy was significantly related to eating behaviors (P=0.03) [65, 73] . Two trials reported that self-efficacy was not associated with diet changes [60] or fruit and vegetable consumption [61] . Social support for healthy eating, perceived barriers to behavior change, and knowledge of recommendations were assessed, but none mediated fruit and vegetable consumption [61] .
Discussion
Overview of findings
The aims of this review were to synthesize the existing literature relating to PA and diet interventions based on SCT that target cancer survivors and to identify successful strategies to assist cancer survivors in making positive PA and diet behavior change. This review supports the efficacy of SCT-based interventions in changing PA and diet behavior in cancer survivors. Our effect size of 0.33 for PA interventions can be defined as a small-to-medium effect [79] and is similar to other meta-analyses [5, 80, 81] that reported effect sizes of 0.32-0.38 for PA interventions (including cancer survivors both during and after treatment). Our positive results for PA behavior mirror the results reported in two recent reviews examining PA behavior change in breast cancer survivors and also found that trials were mostly PA only, few included objective measures, and few reported postintervention maintenance [82, 83] . While evidence has been building to support the effects of PA and diet behavior on health outcomes, there remains a need to focus on behavior change trials to understand how to promote sustainable healthy behaviors. Our findings that the majority of included trials reported statistically significant improvements to at least one aspect of diet quality and weight loss are supported by other reviews with the general adult population [80, 81] . Due to considerable heterogeneity in the dietary outcomes assessed, it was not possible to conduct a meta-analysis, although self-reported improvements to diet quality were evident in six of eight studies. The two trials that did not find improvements to dietary quality had a primary aim of decreasing weight, rather than behavior change [65, 66] . More evidence is required from behavior change trials that have an emphasis on dietary change rather than weight. The limited number of trials and the heterogeneity of included studies in this review prevented any formal subgroup analyses in our review. The effect appeared strongest for PAonly interventions compared to multiple behavior interventions; however, this should be interpreted with caution as PAonly interventions included smaller sample sizes and shorter follow-up periods. A review of single compared to multiple behavior interventions in older adults also reported that PA effects appeared strongest in single behavior change interventions. However, there were inadequate multiple health behavior change interventions to compare to [84] . Similar reviews [80, 81] examined intervention setting, duration, person delivering the intervention, delivery mode, age of target group, and intervention effectiveness and found that only increased contact frequency was associated with increased PA and diet behavior change [80] .
Social cognitive theory
Few trials conducted mediation analyses or reported changes in theoretical constructs. In those that did report the impact of interventions on theoretical constructs, results were inconsistent. Self-efficacy was the only construct that appeared to be associated with positive behavior change for both PA and diet [52, 57, 61-63, 65, 73] ; however, mediation analyses in two trials identified that theoretical constructs only partially mediated the intervention effects [62, 63, 70] . Other reviews examining individual SCT constructs have concluded positive outcome expectations, and intentions are associated with behavior change [85, 86] . Self-efficacy and goal setting were commonly operationalized, but there was limited reporting of how other constructs were operationalized as part of the intervention. Recent reviews identified that self-efficacy, self-monitoring of behavior, prompting intention formation, planning, specific goal setting and review, and feedback on performance were associated with increased effectiveness in PA and diet behavior change [80, 81, 87] . However, given the crossover between theoretical constructs and behavior change techniques, the positive results for SCT-based trials in this review may be a result of the individual behavior change techniques employed, such as self-regulatory behaviors, rather than the theoretical constructs.
Recent reviews have questioned the value of theory in developing and evaluating interventions, with two recent behavior change reviews concluding that interventions based on theory were no more effective than atheoretical interventions [80, 88] and another two reviews that supported the efficacy of theory-based interventions [89, 90] . The conflicting results may be due, at least in part, to the inadequate description of how theory is implemented and evaluated in interventions and also due to the overlap with specific behavior change techniques, which have been associated with intervention effectiveness.
There were differences in the risk of bias assessment. The majority of PA-only studies received a strong global rating (n=5), and multiple behavior trials received a moderate global rating (n=5). Trials received a weak global rating because fewer than 60 % of potentially eligible participants agreed to take part before randomization, which is used as an estimate of the external validity of the study [47, 91] , and because both the outcome assessor and study participants were aware of the research question [47] . Unlike in clinical trials where participants are unaware of their exposure status, behavior change trials present significant problems with blinding and recruitment as participants are expected to actively engage with the intervention. Self-selection bias is a likely issue in behavior change trials.
Strengths and weaknesses of review methods
Although this is a comprehensive review of the published literature, there are some limitations that should be noted. Search results were screened for eligibility by only one reviewer, despite recommendations that this step is conducted by two independent reviewers [92] . This review comprehensively searched a number of databases; however, it made no attempt to search for non-English publications or unpublished literature. Potentially eligible study protocols were obtained; however, no attempt was made to contact trial authors to obtain unpublished results of these studies [93] [94] [95] . The review included a broad definition of cancer survivors, including those both during and after completion of active treatment. While this increases the breadth of evidence, it likely contributed to the heterogeneity of the included studies.
There are a number of SCT-based health outcomes trials, including the WINS [96] [97] [98] and WHEL [99, 100] trials, Active for Life trial [101] , and RENEW trial [102, 103] , that initially met criteria for inclusion in the review [104] . However, the study team agreed not to include these trials as behavior change was either not reported [101, 104] or reported as a secondary outcome only [96, 99, 102] . Due to the heterogeneity of these trials and the inconsistency in reporting behavior change outcomes, these trials were not included in the review. The definition of SCT-based intervention was relatively broad and not limited by how well SCT was described or operationalized in the intervention. Studies needed to explicitly state that the intervention was based on SCT, which may or may not have included other theories, and was dependent on the author description of the trial. Recent publications have detailed a checklist for evaluating the extent to which an intervention is theory-based [105] , which will enable greater clarity in the role of theory in the development of an intervention. There was one trial where it was unclear if the study was based on a theoretical framework. One paper [50] had been screened and judged not eligible due to not reporting that the trial was based on SCT. However, subsequent eligible and included trial papers [71, 72] reported that the intervention was based on SCT, and therefore, this trial was included in the review. It may be that due to publication size restrictions, authors have limited space to fully describe intervention development. Alternatively, theoretical frameworks may be applied post hoc to an intervention. With journals requiring adherence to CONSORT [91] , this is likely to improve the consistent and transparent reporting of RCTs.
Limitations of the included trials
Studies demonstrated moderate heterogeneity, although most interventions included breast cancer patients and were conducted with patients after completion of active treatment. This limits the generalizability of findings to males, to survivors of other cancer types, and to patients undergoing active treatment. Most studies involved small sample sizes and only four trials reported a sample size greater than 100 [49, 54, 61, 63] . Only three of the trials included in this review focused on promoting resistance training [54, 60, 67] , despite a recent review and meta-analysis that concluded resistance training has benefits on body composition and muscle strength in cancer patients during and after cancer treatment [106] . Meta-analysis used objectively assessed data, where available [51, 60] ; however, the majority of data was self-reported. PA and diet outcomes were predominantly based on self-report data, while weight was frequently measured or objectively assessed [59] [60] [61] [62] [64] [65] [66] . Participants were not blinded to intervention aims in any trials, so there may be inherent differences between those participants recruited for PA-only interventions, compared to participants interested in diet, weight control, or multiple behavior interventions.
Future research
This review supports the efficacy of SCT-based interventions in changing PA and diet behavior in cancer survivors. While interventions reported a theoretical basis, these constructs were often inadequately operationalized or reported and rarely measured or tested [89, 107, 108] . Despite a large body of cross-sectional data [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] linking SCT constructs with diet and PA behavior, there remains a need to test whether changes in these constructs predict behavior change in interventions.
Comparison between health theories would also be a useful gap to address.
Development of the taxonomy assessing the extent to which interventions are theory-based and use of behavior change techniques [81, 105] will contribute evidence to help researchers understand the intervention components that are essential to behavior change. Whether these are related to specific theoretical constructs, or to behavior change techniques, such as self-regulatory techniques, requires further research. Research assessing whether single or multiple health behavior interventions have the greatest benefit to improve PA and diet behaviors is required.
There is a large evidence base supporting the efficacy of PA interventions, and these are predominantly based on breast cancer patients, using short-term, self-reported outcomes. Future studies need to consider how to translate this research into ongoing support and programs to assist cancer survivors to increase and maintain PA levels. Further work should also include trials which focus on resistance training, as there are specific guidelines for cancer survivors to undertake resistance training. The field of dietary interventions is much less developed, with interventions demonstrating that cancer survivors are willing and able to make improvements to diet [13, 63, 80, 99, 102] . As diet quality is comprised of a complex set of behaviors, there is a need to examine the co-occurrence of changes in different aspects of diet [109] . Future studies would benefit from considering the impact of behavior change from a healthy lifestyle perspective, such as considering compliance with World Cancer Research Fund guidelines [14] .
Implications
Despite the limitations of this review, it appears that SCTbased interventions demonstrate promise for improving the PA and diet behaviors of cancer survivors. Interventions using a range of delivery modes all demonstrated significant PA improvements, with a small-to-medium effect size, after a relatively short intervention period (12 weeks). Diet and multiple behavior component interventions tended to have a higher number of intervention contacts and greater intervention duration (6 months). However, the increased contact time did not appear to be related to the magnitude of change. High trial retention across both single and multiple behavior change trials may be related to the low burden of predominantly unsupervised interventions or that cancer survivors are motivated to improve their PA and diet behaviors. Unfortunately, there was little evidence to guide researchers in helping cancer survivors to maintain health behaviors after completion of interventions, and this has been noted previously [83, 110] . Improved description and reporting of intervention content and the way in which theory-based interventions use theory to guide the trial and intervention components remain necessary to understand what factors are driving the results of theory-based interventions. Given the recent mixed findings on the efficacy of theory-based interventions, a greater understanding of how theory is operationalized is necessary to understand what factors contribute to the success of interventions. Further evidence on theory-based trials is required to understand the crossover between theory-based constructs and behavior change techniques and understand the impact of each on improving health behaviors. Research expanding the rigorous implementation and reporting of behavior change techniques is likely to improve understanding of the working mechanisms that underpin how and why an intervention works or does not work.
Conclusions
SCT-based interventions appear effective in improving PA and diet behaviors. No specific intervention characteristics or theoretical constructs were associated with effectiveness. Future SCT-based interventions should describe the extent to which theoretical or behavior change constructs are implemented and evaluated, in order to identify the successful components of SCT-based interventions.
